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West Bengal State University
B.A./B.Sc./B.Com. (Honours, Major, General) Examinations, 2014

PART-III

EDUCATION- Honours
Paper- VI

Duration : 4 Hours Full Marks : 100

Candidates are required to give their answers in their own words asjar as practicable.

Thejigures in the margin indicate jull marks.
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1. Answer anyone of the following questions: 1 x 20 = 20

a) What do you mean by 'Test' in evaluation? Compare between essay type

and objective type tests mentioning their merits and demcrits. Wnat type

of test is more acceptable? Give reasons. 4 + 12 + 4

~C4M(f1 \5lISl'4't' ~ ~ ~ ?~15"l1~<t> ~ ~ C<14JfV3;<t>\5l~'4'1~ ~~ ~

~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ I c<W!,~ ~ \5ff<:!<t> C~ ~ «IS"l ?

b) Define standardised test. State the characteristics of a standardised test.

Discuss the steps involved in the construction and standardisation of an

achievement test. 4 + 6 + 10

\5l1q-firnlb \5l~'4'1~ ~\~ ~ I <.!l~ \5l1q-firn~ \5l~'4'1~ ~~~ ~~ ~ I <.!l~
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2. Answer any three of the following questions: 3 x 5 = 15

a) Explain the concept of evaluation in education.

b) Discuss the differences between Criterion Referenced Test and Norm
Referenced Test.

c) Explain the concept of observation in evaluation.

d) State the utilities of Cumulative Record Card.

e) Describe anyone method of determining reliability of a test.

3.. Answer any five of the followmg questions:

~~c<T-~~~~~g
5 x 3 = 15

a) What is the difference between traditional examination system and
evaluation?

b) What is ratio scale in measurement?

c) What is the importance of enquiry in evaluation?

~C1mlG<'l \5l'Pl~IG<'I?l ~~ ~ ?

d) Explain constant error and variable error ora test.
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e) State the causes of lowering the validity of a test.

'5l%l,*rn~~~ ~ ~'f~~ ~~ ~ I
f) How does reliability act as a criteria of a standardtsed test?

H~~W'll~ ~ ~~ ~ 15l~,*f~ Hm~ 9ft@ ?

g) What is Norm of a test?

'5l~,*f~ ~ ~ f<ji. ?

Group - B

~~-~ .

4. Answer anyone of the following questions: 1 x 20 = 20

a) (i) Define positive, negative, and zero correlation, with suitable

examples. State the uses of correlation co-efficient in education.

~~, ~~, -s ~ ~~ ~~~~~ ~ I M,*lC,*C~ ~~ ~~
~~~~~~I

(ii) Determine the co-efficient of correlation from the following two

tests by any o~e method and add your comment.

Students: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I. J, K, L

Test-I: 50, 54,56, 59,60, 62,61, 65, 67,71, 71, 74

22, 25, 36, 28, 26, 30, ~2, 30, 28, 34, 36, 40.Test-Il :

(6+4)+(8+2)

c<J-c<Wl ~<!$~ ~ ~ 15l-J),*1~~(fJ ~~ ~~ H91J ~ ~
\5fI~~~~~1

Students: A, B, C, D, E, F, G, H, I, J, K, L

Test-I: 50, 54! 56, 59,60, 62,61. 65, 67,71, 71. 74

22, 25, 36, 28, 26, 30, 32, 30, 28, 34, 36, 40.Test-It :
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b) (i) What is meant by Z-score ? State its characteristics.' Discuss the

merits and demerits of Z-score, 2+4+4

, Z '-~ ~C\5 ~ c<ff<lfffi ? ~~ ~~~ ~ ~ I ' Z '-~ ~~ 'G

~~~~~"<I,~I

(il) Compare the overaU achievement of following four pupils ( A. B, C, D)

on the basis of their Z-scores. Which student performed better and

in which subject? 8+2

Students: A B C D
Math: 35 40 32 30

Physical Sc. : 35 30 38 32

Life Sc. : 43 42 44 40

Given value: Mean and S.D. for Math = 50, 4.

Mean and S.D. for Physical Sc. = 40, 5.

Mean and S.D. for Life Sc. = 45. 9.

, Z '-~ ~ ~ Drn ~ ~ (A, B, c. D) ~~ 9fHII1fi'N51~~

~ I ~ ~ ~, mm ~ C'<fC<fiI51ta'fI <J>C1 ~ ~~"<I ~ I

Students: A B C D
Math: 35 40 32 30

Physical Sc. : 35 30 38 32
Life Sc. : 43 42 44 40

0f\Sm~~ ~~'G~~ =50.4.

c>6l\!l R@3IC"1~~ 'G ~~ = 40, 5.

~ R@3IC"1~~ 'G \5TI~~ = 45. 9.
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5. 3 x 5 = 15Answer any three of the following questions:

c<l-~~~m~~
a) Determine P60 and PR of score 68 from the distribution.

Scores 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74

J 4 6 2 8 18 10 8 4

~ 35-39 40-44 45-49 50-54 55-59 60-64 65-69 70-74

<>WI~~ 4 6 2 8 18 10 8 4

b) Determine the value of median from the following scores:

67. 59. 64. 72. 70. 75. 54. 78. 90. 73.

If score 85 is included with the above scores. then what is the changed

value of median?

67.59.64.72.70.75.54.78.90.73.

c) Draw the picture of positive and negative skewness and mention the

position of mean and median.

d) Determine the class limit and fill in the blanks :

12 - [ ?); r z i- [?]; [?) - [ ?); [?) - 31

12 - [ ?]; [?]- [ ?); [?) - [ ?]; [?) - 31
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e) In a class 30% students are below average. 25% students are above

average and rests are average in their achievements. Draw a pie-chart

and represent the data.

l!l<!lffl C~~ 30% ~ ~ -.'fuD l!l<l, 25% ~ ~ @~ l!l<l, ~ ~ ~

9fl<j:1q~l~~~I~~~~\5~@~9jr!~1

6. Answer any Jive of the following questions: 5 x 3 = 15

a) What will be the class limit if the interval is 5 and mid-point is 52 ?

b) What are the values of skewness and kurtosis of a normal probability

curve?

c) What is the difference betweenbar-diagram and Histogram?

d) State three uses of ogtve.

e) Determine the S.D. value from the following scores:

13,17,11,15.

13,17,11.15.
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f) What is the difference between discrete variable and continuous

variable?

~ DG'I \S '6IM~:j ~ ~~ 9\1~ ~ ?

gl In a distribution Q
1

= 25. and Q3 = 45. Compute quartile deviation Q of

the distribution.

~~ ~ Q
1

= 25, '{3Q
3

= 45 ~ ;q1;"lfG~~~\""t ~ Q ~c;fu ~'I .


